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Workforce Onboarding
Integration service
for Elite 3E
Streamline and automate the
propagation of new person
records into Elite 3E.
As part of the onboarding
process, your firm enters
information about new hires
into its HR system. This
process is typically separate
from setting the person up in
your Elite 3E system, requiring
duplication of effort.
Rather than manually rekeying
the information into 3E, you
can automate this process
with the Workforce Onboarding
Integration service for 3E
from Wilson Allen. Our team
of consultants can set up this
process to automatically extract
and transfer data to 3E.

You’ll avoid rekeying people
data, dealing with inconsistent
records, or having to clean
up data later due to manual
errors caused by multiple
people handing the same data
differently in different systems.
Plus, as an automated process
that extracts data as scheduled
each night, every few hours,
or hourly, there’s minimal
downtime between setup in
the HR system and population
of the data in 3E. In contrast,
when you do this work manually,
gaining access to 3E could be
hours to days later and requires
much more effort.

“Through this solution, we
centralized three processes
into one, reducing what
could be a 45-minute
onboarding process per hire
to a simple two-minute task.
“It is now much easier
to apply standards and
handle exceptions–and it is
reassuring to clients during a
security audit that we have a
tool and a process in place to
create and manage accounts.
“Wilson Allen’s people are
truly experts within their
domains. They translated our
business requirements and
available data into an elegant
business solution. The entire
team was the silver lining of
our 3E conversion.”
Carlos A. Rodriguez
Financial Systems Manager, PMP
Munger, Tolles & Olson LLP

HOW IT WORKS
With the Workforce Onboarding

FEATURES
 Maintains and simplifies the setup of the
following 3E processes: entity, timekeeper, user,
payee/vendor, and personal matters
 Extracts data automatically using Intapp Integrate,

Integration service, you’ll set up a new

an API call, an SQL database, or Windows Active

person record in your HR system. Data

Directory accounts

extraction rules based on the person’s
role as a timekeeper, assistant, or
operational team member determine
which of the processes in Elite 3E are
impacted and therefore what records
to create.
The service is ideal for firms with a new
implementation of 3E to help ensure

 Determines which of the processes in Elite 3E are
impacted and therefore what records to create
based on predefined rules
 Allows for an on-screen review and correction of
data before committing into 3E
 Bundles all workforce updates into one
transaction service call, validates data integrity,
and reduces system strain
 Incorporates workforce data updates and cleanup,
including transactional back posting as necessary

data integrity after your initial database

BENEFITS

migration. The service is also an excellent
addition for existing firms looking to

 Provides new users with faster access to 3E since

improve and streamline their current

data is maintained in real time or near real time

onboarding workflow. As you create new
people records, you can be sure each
record is set up in the same way, avoiding
future data consistency issues and the
resulting data cleanup work.

 Improves and promotes data consistency
throughout 3E
 Eliminates user errors and the population of data
into the wrong fields when setting up different
types of accounts
 Improves accuracy of reports and templates by
ensuring contact information is in the proper fields
 Saves time by removing manual data setups

Why Wilson Allen
Firms worldwide rely on Wilson Allen’s proven consulting services to maximize the return on software investments. Let
us help take care of the technical details of your firm’s systems and software, freeing you to focus on running your firm.
Call on us to help you:
 Enhance your entire experience using Elite and
Intapp software

 Increase end-user competency and reduce total
cost of ownership

 Improve insight into key performance indicators

 Improve processes and maximize efficiency

 Streamline implementations, mergers, conversions,

 Create custom reports, interfaces, templates,
and workflow

and upgrades

Learn more
To discuss putting the Workforce Onboarding Integration service to use at your firm, please contact us.

